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Call for crowdfunding
We share because we care
Paris, 2931 August 2016

Since ALE2011, ALE, the first agile european network event of
practitioners, Agile and Lean mindset lovers and thinkers has
been prolific every year. After Berlin, Barcelone, Bucharest,
Krakow et Sofia, this year it happens in Paris.
If you want to be part of the agile mindset continuous
improvement, join us.
Agile has always been about making a better world for people.
ALE is a place where people come with various problems to
solve, questions to ask and ideas to share. Participants make
new experiences and often ALE is a place where good ideas
come to existence. Where many events invite speakers and
program tracks by themes, ALE is a safe place where the
various formats focus how to create the energy so new ideas may easily be expressed.
As ALE is a safe place where you can step out of your comfort zone so surprising ideas may emerge,
we are proposing you to join us as a sponsor. This year there is no without a formal framework for
sponsoring.
Great ideas emerge regardless of an organisation’s size. We, organizers of ALE2016, believe that
requesting to small organisations the same amount than to bigger ones would be unfair. Therefore, this
year, we move forward the concept of sponsoring to a new format :
Everyone can be a sponsor, sponsorship is crowdfunded
.
If you want to create a three days safe place where people could learn by sharing and testing, you are
invited to sponsor ALE2016 , at the very extent that far as you can engage : yourself as an individual,
as a group of thinkers, an organisation.
Please, be part of the continuous renew and help mingle great ideas, make of the european agile
mindset thrive, contribute to ALE2016 crowdfunding.

You can either contribute on 
our website “Crowdsponsoring: support the event
” or
use the wire transfer below.
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ALE2016 Sponsoring wire transfer

Names:
Entreprise:
Adress:
Phone:
Mail:

We are crowdfunding ALE2016:

€

☐
Wire transfer 
(name your transfer with this format: « ALE2016_YOURNAME »)
Compte owner:
Address:

Account Name

Adress

Assoc. Revolution Agile

Chez M DREPTATE
23 AVENUE GENERAL DE GAULE
BATIMENT 5
78290 CROISSY SUR SEINE

Bank

Banc code

Sort Code

Account Number

RIB key

CA ILES DE FRANCE

18206

00063

65031395610

18

IBAN Code

BIC  SWIFT code

FR76 1820 6000 6365 0313 9561 018

AGRIFRPP882

The transfer will be performed within 30 days from the signature.
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